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Vampire Richard Sebastian Stuart, the
sixth Earl of Lyon has supped from the
finest necks in England, but when he
encounters an innocent maiden named Lily,
desire turns to lust, lust to passion, passion
to obsession. He will do anything to
possess her, even strike a deal with the
devil himself.
Previously
published by Elloras Cave. Re-edited.
OVER 64,000 WORDS.Vampire Richard
Sebastian Stuart, the sixth Earl of Lyon has
supped from the finest necks in England,
but when he encounters an innocent
maiden named Lily, desire turns to lust,
lust to passion, passion to obsession. He
will do anything to possess her, even strike
a deal with the devil himself. One taste will
never quell his aching hunger for the one
and only woman, strong enough to tame
the insatiable beast within and become his
eternal mate.Lady Lily Devlin has no
intention of being anyones possession. She
saw how that kind of love destroyed her
mother. Lily hasnt met a man that she
couldnt thwart. Shes determined that Lord
Lyon will be no exception, but she didnt
count on his single-mindedness or
his...insatiable appetites.(LORDS OF THE
NIGHT
2:
ROSES
RAPTURE)REVIEWSMs. Summers has a
delightful way of describing her characters
that brings them to life for the reader and
she offers some new views on old subjects.
--The Romance StudioAuthor Jordan
Summers weaves an erotic tale that is sure
to please readers of vampire stories.
--JERRJordan Summers has written some
of the most powerfully, erotic scenes Ive
ever had the pleasure of reading. Her
ability to bring to life the eroticism and
sexual energy of two lovers is breathtaking.
--In The Library ReviewsJordan Summers,
an exceptional author, has moved with this
story to a new level of writing, which took
this reviewer completely out of the
reviewer role and put me into the role of a
reader, completely forgetting to take notes.
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I read it with pure pleasure and enjoyment.
--Romance
JunkiesABOUT
THE
AUTHORJordan
Summers
has
33
published books to her credit and has sold
over 155,000 ebooks. She is a member of
the
Horror
Writers
Association,
International Thriller Writers Inc., and
Novelist Inc. You can find out more about
her work at jordansummers.com.
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